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Senior Cohousing: A New Way Forward for Active Older Adults (SpringerBriefs in Aging)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a concise description and qualitative exploration of a new residential option for older adults: senior cohousing. It describes the practical, structural and communal aspects of senior cohousing and shares the lived experiences of actual residents. Pursuing an existential-phenomenological approach, the authors visited...
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Network Intrusion Detection (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Our goal in writing Network Intrusion Detection, Third Edition has been toempower you as an analyst. We believe that if you read this book cover to cover,and put the material into practice as you go, you will be ready to enter theworld of intrusion analysis. Many people have read our books, or attended ourlive class offered by SANS, and the...
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Pro Agile .NET Development with SCRUM (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2011

	Pro Agile .NET Development with SCRUM guides you through a real-world ASP.NET project and shows how agile methodology is put into practice.

	

	There is plenty of literature on the theory behind agile methodologies, but no book on the market takes the concepts of agile practices and applies these in a practical...
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Learn Ethical Hacking from Scratch: Your stepping stone to penetration testingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and secure them like security experts

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how computer systems work and their vulnerabilities
	
			Exploit weaknesses and hack into machines to test their security
	
			Learn how to secure systems...
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Project 2010 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Project management probably started back when a few cave dwellers got together and figured out how to work as a team to bag a wooly mammoth for their Sunday dinner. Some fellow — I’ll call him Ogg — probably took the lead as the very first project manager. He drew things in the dirt with a stick to help his team members...
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Building Arduino Projects for the Internet of Things: Experiments with Real-World ApplicationsApress, 2016

	
		Gain a strong foundation of Arduino-based device development, from which you can go in any direction according to your specific development needs and desires. You'll build Arduino-powered devices for everyday use, and then connect those devices to the Internet. 

	
		
			You'll be introduced to the building...
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Advances in Communication, Devices and Networking: Proceedings of ICCDN 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering (537))Springer, 2019

	
		The book covers recent trends in the field of devices, wireless communication and networking. It presents the outcomes of the International Conference in Communication, Devices and Networking (ICCDN 2018), which was organized by the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, Sikkim Manipal Institute of Technology,...
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Getting Started with SQL: A Hands-On Approach for BeginnersO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Businesses are gathering data today at exponential rates and yet few people know how to access it meaningfully. If you’re a business or IT professional, this short hands-on guide teaches you how to pull and transform data with SQL in significant ways. You will quickly master the fundamentals of SQL and learn how to create your...
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Perl in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
This complete guide to the Perl programming language ranges widely through the Perl programmer's universe, gathering together in a convenient form a wealth of information about Perl itself and its application to CGI scripts, XML processing, network programming, database interaction, and graphical user interfaces. The book is an ideal reference for...
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Data Analysis and Visualization Using Python: Analyze Data to Create Visualizations for BI SystemsApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Look at Python from a data science point of view and learn proven techniques for data visualization as used in making critical business decisions. Starting with an introduction to data science with Python, you will take a closer look at the Python environment and get acquainted with editors such as...
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Competitive Intelligence: Gathering, Analysing And Putting It to WorkGower, 2005

	Every business manager needs intelligence to find suppliers, mobilize capital, win customers and fend off rivals. Obtaining this is often an unplanned, instinctive process. The manager who has a conscious, systematic approach to acquiring intelligence will be better placed to recognize and seize opportunities whilst safeguarding the...
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More than Nature Needs: Language, Mind, and EvolutionHarvard University Press, 2014

	The human mind is an unlikely evolutionary adaptation. How did humans acquire cognitive capacities far more powerful than anything a hunting-and-gathering primate needed to survive? Alfred Russel Wallace, co-founder with Darwin of evolutionary theory, saw humans as "divine exceptions" to natural selection. Darwin thought use of...
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